
People attending generally spent 3 or more hours at the Carnival and spent an average of £21
 Cowley Road Works raised £35.13 for each £1 of Oxford City Council funding

£90,000 Arts Council England funding

thought the Carnival allowed them to share their culture with others.

Giving people pride in the city

50,000
People attended the carnival

73% thought the event was better than comparable events. 

59% thought the Carnival was unique compared to other events.

97% said they would recommend the event to a friend or family member.

76 Bands played on 34 Venues & stages Including 22 Dance performances

plus 20 Spoken word & other Arts performances. There were 8 Activity Zones.

 650 People took part in the Carnival procession 

36% 
Live Music

£1,054,000
The total economic impact of this expenditure was

Overall satisfaction

Thought the Carnival increased 
their pride in Oxford as a city

Thought the Carnival was part of 
what makes Oxford special as a city 80% 87%

Celebrating diversity
thought the Carnival allowed them to31%
thought the Carnival increased their understanding of other cultures.67%
thought that the Carnival was an event where people from different backgrounds get on well together.93%
thought the Carnival gave a positive message about diverse ethnic culture.96%
thought that the Carnival was an event that brought the whole community together.98%

0% 100%

24%
The Procession

What people most liked about the Carnival
100%      thought the Carnival was an opportunity to have 
                            an enjoyable social experience.100%

Over and above 
my expectations,

what a celebration!”
“

90% felt safe at the Carnival  53% feeling ‘extremely safe’ People greatly enjoyed 
the event giving it an 

average score of 
8.7 out of 10
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